
KS2 Pupil Questionnaire – July 2022 

 
The questions below were answered by 90 children across KS2 giving the school a good 

indication to how pupils felt about the year overall. The school responses can also be found 

below, including any actions. 

 
What achievements have made you feel proud this year? 

 Big maths 

 Maths passport championship finals 

 Hit the button 

 Children’s champion 

o We are so proud of this achievement. Well done. 

 Me getting 12/12 in spellings 2 weeks in a row 

 Getting improved scores at big maths 

 Getting joint second in spelling bee. 

 Getting a good score in big maths and hit the button 

 big maths 

 Spellings ,big Maths, mainly almost every test I've done throughout my time in year 

5. 

 My recent zpd, 70 out of 72 0n big maths and getting into the spelling bee 

 Football 

 Times tables 

 Getting 72/72 in big maths all the time 

 Spelling final and maths passport final 

 Spellings, big maths and ZPD. 

 Computing retrieval quiz 

 Time tables 

 Hit the button and big maths 

 GETTING INTO MATH PASSPORT CHAMPIONSHIPS! 

 Spelling & maths 

 saving football goals 

 Hit the button , big Maths and spellings. 

 I'm good at art because of the art lessons 

 Getting in the school football team for the first time 

 Getting on the football team twice because I am very good at tackling. 

 getting on the school football team because I’m very good at scoring goals 

 Hit the button, Handwriting ,SPELLINGS 



 Reading books on MyOn and getting them ticked off so i earn certificates! I’m 

already almost on my second silver. 

 Getting my silver then gold reading award. 

 My big maths and hit the button 

 I’m super proud because work is the best and it’s sports day playground and my 

handwriting and my class and teacher 

 Getting a good score on hit the button reading 

 Hit the button scores 

 spelling bee,big maths,reading,making castel in D&T 

 big maths and handwriting 

 Reading, science, writing, times tables, D&T, 

 maths passport, spelling bee, Roman, tie dye, Retrieval quiz, cushion, 

 Hit the button score, getting the merit award. 

 Big maths and my silver reading award also being on Twitter and becoming famous 

o We are pleased that you enjoyed being on Twitter! 

 Finally getting 36 out of 36 on big maths and improving my writing 

 How well I’ve been doing in English 

 Big maths , times tables, starting to go backwards on the monkey bars, 

 Golden Mathletics certificate 

 

It’s great to see so many children achieving across the different areas of the curriculum and 

being awarded for it. We will be continuing with hit the button, big maths, mathletics, 

reading awards and retrieval quizzes in computing. 

 

  



What things do you like about lessons at Parkfield? 

 In Geography I enjoy learning about different cultures, climate and farming in 

different countries. 

 In Guided earring I enjoy: joining in and asking and answering questions, the new 

books we read, and how it sometimes links to things we do in English. 

 In PE I enjoy playing sports having fun with friends and doing competitions without 

any arguing. 

 I enjoy English. 

 I enjoy computing, art and DT. 

 PE because I like getting fit and healthy. 

 One of my favourite things in maths is that you can get help with the things that are 

hard to do for you. 

 In English you can work with your table/friends so you can make a fabulous 

sentence. 

 In Mr Haughton's class you can create your own games and such. 

 Art PE and Computing 

 I enjoy PE, history and art. 

 PE Maths Spanish music Computing English 

 I enjoy history because I like the way the people did things. 

 In art I like when we paint. I’m computing I liked moving the turtle app. In DT I like 

designing a race car 

 Maths, Music and art 

 I enjoy pe, computing, history , science and English because I love writing and getting 

fresh air! 

 I like computers. 

 Spanish, computing and art 

 computing PE DT 

 I enjoy computing, PE, art and DT. 

 PE because I used to be bad but Miss Banks help me, computing because I'm going to 

be a game designer and work with tom, DT because I love building stuff. 

 in DT I definitely enjoyed the cooking lessons. 

 in PE I liked the dodgeball games they were competitive in a fun way. 

 In art I liked all the lessons because I just like drawing and painting :) 

 I like PE because we do sports that we don’t know. 

 Maths because I am very good at it (I am probably the best at it) P.E only because I 

like dodgeball and I am very good at it. And computing. 

 P.E because I love doing sports and maths because I love answering questions 

 I like English because I like making sentences and doing my best handwriting. 

 I like grammar because I love writing out the sentences and finding out where 

punctuation goes. 



 i like DT because i love making things and cookery 

 I like PE, DT, History because all of them are fun to do and you get to work as teams 

sometimes 

 I enjoy PE because I like the different sports every week. I also enjoy science because 

sometimes we get to do fun experiments! AND last but not least my favourite is art 

because i love creating new art and finding out different ways how to design things 

and create structures! 

 PE art DT 

 Maths because I like solving problems , DT, because I love baking and trying new 

foods art because it lets my imagination go wild (lol) computing because I like coding 

and making my own game PE because I love a challenge and trying new sports. 

 I enjoy maths , PE , art and DT because they make me really happy. 

 PE and DT and Computing 

 DT art math music there really good I love drawing and music and now press play 

 I like PE because we do different sports and I like art because I like drawing and I like 

maths because we do different things 

 In PE I like Doing dodgeball, building castles in DT and learning time sixs 

 Everything science and computing 

 In English I enjoy making new sentences in Spanish I enjoy learning new Spanish 

words and in maths I enjoy learning new math questions 

 In D&T I enjoy Pneumatic creatures, in cooking I enjoy making tarts, in P.E I enjoy 

dodgeball. 

 In history I enjoy Romans, in maths I love times tables and in cooking I love making 

pizza. 

 In PE I enjoy rounders, in computing I enjoy pages typing and in music I like reggae. 

 In d and t I enjoy making cushions, In cookery I enjoy making apple crumble and 

Japanese skewers and in music I enjoy reggae. 

 In Art I like sketching because it’s amazing. 

 In history I enjoy Romans. 

 In PE I like doge ball in art l like sketching and in cookery I like making tarts. 

 In PE I enjoy dodgeball. In geography I enjoy looking at maps and rocks since we fine 

knew stuff. 

 In Music I enjoy reggae, in cookery I enjoy making tarts, in D&T I enjoy pneumatic 

creatures. 

 In history i enjoy Romans, in PE i enjoy gymnastics , In cookery i enjoy Japanese 

skewers. 

 In PE l enjoy benchball ln art l like painting ln music l like doing music 

 Art, maths and science 

 In Art I enjoy making stuff 



 In PE I enjoy doing gymnastics and flexibility. In English I enjoyed doing the story of 

Black Rock. In D&T I enjoy doing the pneumatic models. 

 In history I enjoy the Romans. In geography I enjoy looking at maps.In maths I 

enjoyed looking at time. 

 In history I enjoy Romans, Stone Age & Bronze Age 

 In maths I enjoy angles. In History I enjoy Romans. In Dand T I enjoy pneumatic 

systems. 

 In art I liked looking at Carl girls the cartoonist. In cookery I loved making a pizza and 

apple crumble and Japanese skewers. 

 In art I like painting In history I like learning about Romans In cookery I liked making 

Japanese skewers. 

 

 These responses are great to read and demonstrate that many of our Parkfielders 

enjoy subjects from across the curriculum. 

 

  



What extra curricular opportunities have you enjoyed at Parkfield this year and why? 

 I enjoyed y5 swimming because I improved my confidence in water 

 I enjoyed after school clubs because it gets you active! 

 I enjoyed multi sports because I like playing fun sports with my friends 

 I enjoyed choir because I get to represent the school each year for competitions. 

 Choir because I sing 

 Now press play ,trips, MyOn, sports, edventure days 

 Multisports because i have learned new sports to play. 

 I've enjoyed loads of classes because they are fun. 

 PE its fun. 

 Sports because it makes you stronger 

 Trips because they are exciting and fun! 

 I enjoyed P.E because it keeps you fit and healthy. 

 Y4 swimming 

 Choir because I sing at different places. 

 Now press play because it tells you about many things to do and it is relaxing 

 Choir, edventure day and busybees. 

 I enjoy trips because you get see new stuff 

 Edventure days because they are fun. 

 I enjoyed swimming because it taught me a new skill. 

 Now press play because I enjoy it. 

 I enjoyed adventure days because you get to go on an adventure . 

 I enjoyed choir because it helps you with your singing and gives you energy. 

 I enjoyed swimming because I love holding my breath under water 

 Now press play and trips because they are both extremely fun and sometimes funny 

 Football club after school because I learn new tricks. 

 I enjoyed edventure days because its really fun and we do a lot of activities. 

 I love PE club because it is really fun. 

 I liked the football club after school on a Tuesday. 

 I enjoyed After school clubs because they are fun (especially the football one) the 

multi-sport one is only good when its dodgeball and when there is no Year 6. 

 i enjoyed after school clubs because they are fun (especially the football one ) 

 i enjoyed now>press>play because i love all the stories 

 I enjoyed trips because some are educational and some can just be to have fun(such 

as Robinwood and Blackpool). 

 I really enjoyed swimming and I am sad it has now ended but to make up for that i 

really love going on trips every now and then and i wish we could do now press play 

more as it gets us up and lively! 

 Gymnastics after club (not club anymore)  



 I loved swimming because it was a really fun experience I think you should do this 

with every class in the school or year 5 go for a full year not just a term 

 I enjoyed now>Press>Play because its interesting things and (sports) netball and 

multi sports and trips, and adventure day 

 I enjoy trips because they are so fun 

 now press play because i learn lots of new things and I get to act. 

 I enjoyed the Roman trip because we did fighting 

 Choir because its singing, music lessons because it helps me play the guitar, now 

press play because its like your actually doing it, learning outside because it helps me 

learn better. 

 I enjoyed Choir because it was made interesting. 

 I enjoyed choir because one of my favourite things, I enjoyed the coal mine because 

we were underground, I enjoyed now press play because i love acting 

 I enjoyed trips because you get to do fun stuff, edventure days because it has now 

press play, now press play because you do lots of storys, after school clubs because 

on busy bees you go on computers. 

 I enjoyed the Aztec adventure day because we used Lego, iPads, computers 💻 

 I enjoyed the Roman trip because I got to practice jabbing and sword trying 

 I enjoyed Now>Press>Play because we get to do lots of fun things during the 

experience and I always learn something new every time we do it 

 I enjoyed our coal mine trip because it was exiting and fun. 

 I enjoyed our two trips because it has a lot of tasks to do 

 I enjoyed the Roman trip because It was a great experience. 

 I enjoyed the Aztec adventure day because we got to play a cool Aztec game called 

Aztec tribe it was so much fun and we got to make a Lego maze and it amazing 

 I enjoyed coal mine because we went underground. 

 

 You will be pleased to know that we will be continuing with as many extra curricular 

opportunities as possible. These responses show how important they are at the 

school and how much you enjoy them. 

 

What activities would you like added outside at dinner times to make them more fun? 

 Obstacle courses 

 Defiantly building materials for dens since there is so many people who make dens in 

the friendship garden it will be really fun to include everyone in and not leave people 

out. 

 Scooter sessions maybe on a friday? 

 Dance sessions 



 Art activities 

 Team challenges 

 10 swings 

o Unfortunately, we won’t be getting swings due to safety – however, we will 

soon have our large climbing frame. 

 Giant Connect 4 

 Obstacle courses 

 Nothing really 

 SCOOTER SESSIONS 100% 

o We’re pleased you enjoyed our scooter day. We do hope to have more of 

them next year! 

 Add more things in Friendship garden 

 Maybe I would add maybe a cross country by Miss Banks at dinner time and some 

more equipment for example skipping ropes etc. 

 Football 

 Dodgeball for dodging balls 

 New equipment for the playground. 

 Gardening and PE challenges 

 I really want the big building blocks because me and my friends like building dens 

and it would really help if we had something else to build with and some new 

footballs because the ones we have now are not very good and make it so we can 

play any sport we want everyday 

 We need building materials and more basket balls. 

 Obstacle courses because they are fun also make sure its 0.000000001% to beat it 

 I would really like if at break times we could bring different things to play with at 

breaktimes such as say if we were playing a game we could bring in items to help us 

with the game from home! 

 Building materials because I love making dens and being outdoors, art activities 

because for people who don't want to be sporty can have a painting section, 

gardening because I don't think its fair or people who didn't get in eco team and 

can't take part in the growing stuff etc. so this it there chance to have a go at some 

gardening.  

 obstacle courses because we only have 1 and I think think we need another one . 

 House competitions 

 Area For board games 

 Den making, work out 💪🏿 area, trampoline, scooter 🏿 area. 

o We love the den building idea. This would be great in the friendship garden. 

 More obstacle courses which involve lots of colours, stages and fun things to do. 

 House competitions and obstacle courses 



 Building materials for dens obstacle house competitions bike sessions salad bar GET 

A BETTER LIBRARY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 Trampolines nature walks zen gardens 

 

 There are some great ideas here and we’re looking at improving what dinner times 

are like at the school over the next 12 months. You are going to see some of these 

improvements! 

  



If you were granted a wish to make the school even better, what would it be? 

 More learning outside 

 More iPads 

 Learning outside 

 More reading time 

 More learning outside 

o We’re going to have more PE and some ‘Forest School’ lessons next year! 

 I think times tables games will make maths even more fun an idea can he maths 

hopscotch! 

 Squash being a sport you can play at breaks 

 No thanks because it is already perfect  

 More climbing frames 

o We have one on the way for KS2! 

 Have some more PE lessons and more computing to help me and sam complete our 

dream of being game designers 

 In P.E lessons more football lessons 

 Computers at dinner ,learning outside and at lunchtime a place to do handwriting 

 Every day choose a class to go on the computers at dinner time but go in register 

order so noone gets stressed about not being able to go on the computers. 

o We like this idea because it will get our computers used even more. 

 More learning outside because I know we have a long brake but we are getting hot 

because we are playing so if we take our work outside we can cool down better than 

being stuck in the classroom (please buy more fans year 5 is such a sweaty 

classroom) 

 Learning outside because I think we need fresh when we are learning . 

 We get to pick what we do in PE like gymnasticas, dancing and fun stuff not boy stuff 

like football and that i like dodgeball but we do that a bit to much so like more girl 

stuff and a fresh start to lessons. 

 To finally get the new climbing frame. 

 More library time 

 Lots of trips 

 Drama lessons 

 Better library 

 More playing outside and more PE 

o Next year we will be having more PE and a larger range of sports will be 

taught. 

 More PE and do gymnastics and open house afternoon and drama lessons 

 Play Tennis in P.E, drama lessons with a show on 



o We hope you enjoyed Parkfield’s Got Talent and the Y6 leavers show this 

year. Next year we’ll also be having some additional performances in a 

Special X-Factor poetry competition. 

 Taster days, salad bar 🏿, open house afternoon, better school library, drama area, to 

put a show on. 

 More library time 

 More PE please 

 A costume area and stage I love dressing up 

o We hope to add this to an area outside at dinner times! 

 More things to do outdoors on the playground other than just a climbing frame and 

an obstacle course, drama lessons and putting on shows for people to see 

 More PE and start doing drama lessons. 

 More trying new sports in PE & open house area 

 More learning outside and drama lessons. 

 Learning outside more 

 More reading time, more PE time , more open house afternoon. 

 

Thanks for all your comments Parkfield. They help us review what we are currently offering 

and will help make Parkfield even better next year. 

 


